From: Ralph Lewis [mailto:cocoweepah@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2009 1:37 PM
To: kenfwright@yahoo.com; Richard Dutchik; Richard Dutchik; Mike
Kehoe; Michael-Kehoe@kokoweef.com; Ted & Olga Burke; TedBurke@kokoweef.com
Subject: Attachment included here with Ralph's resignation note
Hi to the Kokoweef.com news crew,
Here are two .pdf files showing a photocopy of my original resignation
letter and its certified receipt received by Larry Hahn waaaaay back in
1992.
You have my permission to post this note and/or the photocopies on
“the Kokoweef.com website as “historical evidences" that the current
legal wrangling about Kokoweef, Inc. was a major concern to me
LONG ago (formerly named Explorations Inc. of Nevada or "EI of
Nevada," here).
I can assure you my decision to resign was not easy for me. Yet, the
uncompromising & arrogant "it's my way or the highway"
management style of Mr. "51%" Hahn left me no other reasonable,
LEGAL choice. Regardless, being faithful to my then-unresearched
dream$, I did remain as an active (per$onally unwise) participant in
the projects at Kokoweef Peak for many, many years after resigning
from as a V.P. & Secretary for Explor.Inc.of NV. I had "influence" but
no real "shared power." As Larry Hahn described to me, the
Kokoweef project was like a "beneficial dictatorship," which he also
spoke of as being "the best form of government." Well, maybe that's
best for SHEEP but I doubt it truly applies well for groups of people
who want to think for themselves, the group's best interest and
efficient uses for their money.
The actual catalyst to definitely send a "Constructive Letter of Notice"
for my resignation was recommended by my mining attorney, Bill
Tilden. This was immediately after I had explained the number of
stockholder and, what seemed to me, an obvious Corporate-charter
conflict. My attorney, Bill Tilden, was the most conscientious, clearthinking communicator I have ever met.

Looking back, my only surprise was that it has taken so long for the
old legal issue$ to erupt into such intractable, venomous positioning
between long-term friends.
Oh well, that's the "Attorneying Game," which often leads to
fomenting such sad situations ... for a "benefit" ... of cour$e.
You may ask, "How could this happen?"
Well, pick up a mirror and ask yourself, "Is my self-silence, or
allowing oneself to be silenced, ever independent of this?"
And, please try to feel what you read in the updated poem
at www.kokoweef,com
Sincerely,
Ralph Lewis

Note:

Ralph Lewis originally sent two Adobe Acrobat pdf files, one of
his Resignation Letter as Vice-President of Explorations
Incorporated of Nevada and the signed receipt of that resignation
letter from Larry Hahn. We combined them into one Adobe
Acrobat pdf file and also made jpeg images of both documents so
that you can access both an Adobe Acrobat pdf file and read the
document in HTML format on this website.
- Webmaster Ken Wright

